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- Simultaneously backs up browser and e-mail profile data - Supports multiple browsers, mail clients and
platforms - Creates backups of your profiles in two different formats - Can restore and backup a list of

your preferred websites, bookmarks and other profile data - Automatically detects the availability of
profile data stored by browsers and mail clients installed on the host computer - The backup task takes
place within the application window - Creates backups for Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google

Chrome, Opera, Safari and other popular browsers - Stores preferences, bookmarks, favorite pages, lists
of bookmarks, favorites, reading lists and contacts of several mail clients - Works with several major mail

clients, such as Windows Live Mail, Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird or Opera Mail - Backups
can be exported to Microsoft Word format or to ZIP archives - Encrypted and password-protected

backups can be created - Automatically detects the availability of profile data stored by browsers and mail
clients installed on the host computer Icons 8.0.4 Screenshots of the Icons application from Icons 8.0.4:
Icons Pro 8.0.4 Review September 17, 2015 | by admin, Icons Pro 8.0.4 is the great program to create

graphics and icons for various purposes. This program offers to produce icons for Windows, Linux, Mac
OS, Windows Mobile, Windows CE, HTML5, Android and many other platforms. Moreover, this

application allows you to create GUI applications, windows and buttons and buttons, and also creates icon
sets and graphic packages for your own projects. You can get the clean icon and design, all at once, in the

program. Also, Icons Pro 8.0.4 enables you to change the colors of the icons and texts, so that your
projects become really unique and interesting. The program supports the most modern and developed
graphic format -.ico,.png,.bmp,.svg. Moreover, the program offers the ability to export the icons and
graphics as.png,.svg, and.ico. The application offers three different modes of work. Firstly, you can
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choose the image type, the quality and colors. Secondly, you can choose the project type, how the
application is going to be saved, and, last but not least, the size and resolution. Icons Pro 8.0.4 is a very

useful program to create icons and graphics for various purposes
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Keymaster is an Anti-Spam and Email Tracking Tool. Keymaster is designed to protect the users from
spam and unwanted Email Attachments, and to help in identifying the Spam email attachments.

Keymaster is an effective solution for mail servers, ISPs, etc. where mail server receives thousands of
emails per day, Keymaster scans and parses all the incoming emails, and flag the Spam emails and safe the
real email from spam. KEYMACRO Features: Detect the all forms of Spam - Bulk Spam Emails, RBL /
SBL / CDT Spam emails, Phishing Spam Emails, Virus Spam Emails and Spam attachments in Email.

Detect the attachment of Spam - Mail Attachment has.jpg,.gif,.jpeg or any other type of spam
attachments, which might be either PDF Spam or Email Spam attachments. Detect the Phishing Spam

emails - It checks the malformed HTML code or other attributes, which might be used by the spammer to
fool the user. Block the Email SPAM Attachments - Block the email attachments which is present in the

bulk emails and the Spam emails. Take action against the Spam email sender - Warn the Spam sender that
the key is detected, and it is not a threat to the mail server. Detect the virus infected emails - It checks the
image attachments,.exe,.vbs,.aspx,.asp,.js,.php,.rar,.zip,.tgz,.rar.gz etc, in the email attachments and it is
not a virus. Check the email header, it checks the header of the email and it is not a virus. KEYMACRO
Description: KEYMACRO is a free, powerful and light Anti-Spam and Email Tracking tool. It is easy to
install, no virus, no hidden tasks. You can run it from your USB flash memory and can run it at any time.

It can detect the all forms of Spam, the RBL / SBL / CDT Spam emails, the Spam attachments, the
Phishing Spam emails, the Virus Spam emails and the virus attachments in the Email, and it can block the
email attachments which are infected by the virus. KEYMACRO Features: Detect the all forms of Spam -

Bulk Spam Emails, RBL / SBL / CDT Spam emails, Phishing Spam Emails, Virus Spam 1d6a3396d6
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As a free and open source desktop calendar for Linux, Planner is a reliable tool to help you keep track of
important events in your life. It has many key features and is compatible with many popular applications,
allowing you to manage your tasks, appointments, events and contacts, all in a single convenient package.
Planner is very easy to use, and it has a simple but elegant interface. It's designed to maximize
productivity, but it also includes many features that simplify the organization of your tasks and contacts.
Planner can be used as a standalone application, or it can be integrated in your web browser and used as a
native calendar within your favorite web browser. Some features of Planner include: • Create and manage
your own calendar • Sort events by date, time or any other attribute • Organize your calendar with a
weekly view • Edit your events or add new ones • Export events and tasks to many formats such as PDF
and RTF • Start and stop reminders • Switch timezones • Configure global events and filters • Set a repeat
interval to make recurring events • Include contact details in your calendar • Tag events or add tasks to a
specific project • Sort your calendar by project or by task priority • Search your calendar with keywords •
Use a comprehensive filter to manage events and tasks • Export your calendar to HTML or print Planner
is a free and open source desktop calendar for Linux, designed to help you manage your tasks,
appointments, events and contacts. It has many key features and is compatible with many popular
applications, allowing you to manage your tasks, appointments, events and contacts, all in a single
convenient package. Planner is very easy to use, and it has a simple but elegant interface. It's designed to
maximize productivity, but it also includes many features that simplify the organization of your tasks and
contacts. Some features of Planner include: • Create and manage your own calendar • Sort events by date,
time or any other attribute • Organize your calendar with a weekly view • Edit your events or add new
ones • Export events and tasks to many formats such as PDF and RTF • Start and stop reminders • Switch
timezones • Configure global events and filters • Set a repeat interval to make recurring events • Include
contact details in your calendar • Tag events or add tasks to a specific project • Sort your calendar by
project or by task priority •

What's New in the Power Mail-Browser Backup?

A program for backup and restore of browsers and mail clients. Key Features: A program for backup and
restore of browsers and mail clients. Compatible with: Internet Explorer Mozilla Firefox Google Chrome
Opera Windows Live Mail Outlook Thunderbird Opera Mail ... 4. Browsers Backup 4.11 Easy backup of
web browsers. Browsers Backup is a program designed to help users backup the contents of their Internet
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browser. It can save the bookmarks, favorites, history, passwords and form information from web pages.
The program can help users to restore or backup the web browser which is called "Last session backup",
and it can also create "Session files" and "Backup files" to help users to backup their Internet browsers in
a very easy way. You can use this handy tool for all the browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla
Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome. Key features: - can backup all the profiles of web browsers - can
backup all the cookies - can backup all the form data - can save the history, bookmark, favorites,
passwords and form data - supports Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome ... 5.
Delete Confirm for Firefox 1.1 Create a secure way to safely delete items in Firefox. Created by Mrnad
K. Download Now Delete Confirm for Firefox is a set of tools that provide a secure way to safely delete
items in the Firefox browser. The Delete Confirm for Firefox toolset is installed as a Firefox extension, to
provide a way to safely delete items from a page, such as form elements or passwords. Key Features
Delete Confirm for Firefox: Enable delete confirmation Automatically delete Does not prompt for
confirmation if: A confirm dialog is unavailable, or A cancel dialog is disabled or You have successfully
interacted with the site or You have deleted items in the past Delete Confirm for Firefox can be used in
conjunction with several Firefox add-ons, such as UserAgent Switcher, User Agent Switcher Plus and
Keep2Share. Delete Confirm for Firefox includes A delete confirmation and auto delete extension for the
Firefox browser A delete confirmation and auto delete extension for the Firefox Add-Ons Firefox and
Firefox Add-Ons ... 6. MacFolders 4.3 MacFolders allows you to easily manage and organize your folders
on your Mac OS X computer, and keep them up to date automatically. Key Features: - Organize your
folders - Keep them up to date automatically - Advanced options - A simple way to find your folders -
Add or remove folders - Update finder - Auto-hide files - Hide all but current folder - Sort by name -
Save your current view in the toolbar - Fully
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: Mac OS X 10.5 or later Hardware: Intel iMac or other Intel Mac 21" or larger
Display Broadcom, Marvell, or Broadcom-based wireless hardware, including: Apple AirPort Express,
Apple AirPort Extreme, Apple AirPort Time Capsule, Apple Airport Express (802.11g/n) Apple AirPort
Extreme and Apple Airport Express (802.11a/b/g) Apple Airport Express (802.11g
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